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Mesospheric electric breakdown and delayed
sprite ignition caused by electron detachment
A. Luque* and F. J. Gordillo-Vázquez

The electric discharge of a thundercloud in the troposphere is often accompanied by upper-atmospheric electric discharges
such as sprites1,2 or halos3. Present models assume that the net change in the density of free electrons during these
discharges is determined by the competition between electron impact ionization and electron dissociative attachment to
oxygen molecules4–7, and that balance is achieved in an electric field termed the conventional breakdown field. According to
these models, free electrons are removed in an electric field whose strength is below the breakdown field, but multiply in a field
that is stronger than the breakdown field. Here we use a simple model of the electric response of the mesosphere at timescales
of tens of milliseconds to show that in the upper atmosphere, electrons multiply also under field strengths significantly
below that of the conventional breakdown field because, at low pressure, electron associative detachment from atomic oxygen
ions8,9 counteracts the effect of dissociative attachment. Our model couples chemical kinetics to dielectric relaxation, and our
simulations indicate that associative detachment could explain recent measurements of the time and altitude of the inception of
delayed sprites10. We conclude that associative detachment is a fundamental process in upper-atmospheric electrodynamics.

First predicted in 1924 by Wilson11, electric discharges above
thunderstorms were unambiguously observed in 1989 (ref. 1).
Although the mechanism of dielectric breakdown in these dis-

charges was initially controversial, with some researchers propos-
ing relativistic runaway breakdown12, theoretical models based
on conventional breakdown by Pasko and coauthors4,13,14 and
Raizer et al.15 compared more succesfully with the observations7,16.
Conventional breakdown has been studied in laboratories since
the 1920s and informs our understanding of ground-level electric
discharges17, including lightning18. Conventional breakdown as-
sumes the existence of a critical or breakdown field Ek, proportional
to the air density, with Ek/N ≈ 120 Td, where N is the air number
density and the Townsend (Td) is the conventional unit for reduced
electric fields E/N (1 Td= 10−17 Vcm2). In dry air at standard tem-
perature and pressure (STP), Ek ≈ 3.2× 104 Vcm−1. Our purpose
in this article is to show that at low pressures (high altitude in
the atmosphere) one cannot define a fixed breakdown field and
the conventional breakdown model has to be modified. We base
this assertion on calculations from cross-sections and reaction rates
accepted in the present literature and in recent observations of the
inception times and altitudes of long-delayed sprites10.

Conventional breakdown
In the conventional breakdown model4,6,17,19 the dominant source
of free electrons is electron impact ionization ofN2 andO2:

e+N2→ 2e+N2
+ (1a)

e+O2→ 2e+O2
+ (1b)

whereas electron losses come from dissociative attachment to
molecular oxygen:

e+O2→O+O− (2)

The reaction rates of ((1a), (1b)) and (2) depend strongly
on the electron energy distribution and hence are usually
written as functions of the local reduced electric field E/N . The
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threshold field Ek is the field that balances the weighted rates of
((1a), (1b)) and (2).

Electrons attached to a heavy species (such as O−) are unable
to ionize further molecules; therefore conventional breakdown
models usually ignore O− ions created by the attachment
reaction (2), which is considered merely as a loss process for the
electrons. But in air O− ions are short-lived. On one hand, they
are transformed into much more stable ozone ions by a three-body
clusterization reaction19

O−+O2+M→O−3 +M (3)

with a kinetic reaction rate k ≈ 10−30 cm6 s−1 and where M
represents any species (usually an abundant one such as N2 or
O2). On the other hand, electrons can be released by associative
detachment to N2:

O−+N2→N2O+e (4)

Note that the stabilizing reactions (3) are three-body reactions and
therefore their importance relative to detachment (4) diminishes as
the air density decreases. The conventional breakdown assumption
that electrons are inert after they form O− is valid only at high
pressures, close to 1 atm, where three-body stabilization of O−
dominates. The relevance of associative detachment was known
in the low-pressure plasma community already in the 1970s,
when studies of low-pressure electric discharges8,9 showed that
there is no apparent electron attachment in air below ∼0.1 atm
(corresponding to altitudes above ∼15 km in the atmosphere),
but it has apparently escaped the attention of researchers working
on atmospheric electricity. Only very recently, we pointed out
the relevance of associative detachment in sprites using a full
chemical kinetic model20,21.

Breakdown initiated by associative detachment
We propose to extend the conventional breakdown model into a
model that also includes the associative detachment reaction (4).
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Figure 1 |At low pressures the net growth rate of the electron density
depends not only on the reduced electric field but also on the ratio of O−

ions to free electrons. Here we plot the regions where electrons multiply
(red) or are depleted (blue). The inset shows the net growth rate of
electrons at 75 km as function of the electric field for three different values
of η= nO−/ne. Note that, for η larger than about 2.6, the electron density
increases for any value of the reduced field E/N.

We call this the CB + AD model. To analyse how associative
detachment modifies the conventional breakdown model, let us
assume that the air density is low enough to neglect reaction (3);
this is certainly the case in the upper atmosphere, where sprites
and halos occur. One can then model the local net growth rate of
electrons by combining the reaction rates of (1), (2) and (4):

1
ne

dne
dt
= νion(E/N )−νattach(E/N )+ηνdetach(E/N ) (5)

where ne is the electron density, η= nO−/ne is the ratio of O− ions
to electrons, νion = [N2]k (1a) + [O2]k (1b) is the ionization rate,
νattach=[O2]k (2) is the attachment rate and νdetach=[N2]k (4) is the
detachment rate. Here k represents the kinetic rate of the indicated
reaction. Note that, because we consider only two-body reactions,
the left-hand side of (5) is proportional to the air density.

Figure 1 shows the areas in (η,E/N )-space where there is a net
increase or decrease of free electrons according to (5). These areas
do not depend on the air density. We also selected three values of η
(indicated by a,b and c) to show, in the inset, the left-hand side of
(5) at 75 km altitude as a function of E/N . For these calculations
we used reaction rates obtained from the BOLSIG+ Boltzmann
solver22,23 and ref. 9 for the rate of associative detachment (see
the Methods section).

As the O− density is increased relative to the density of free
electrons, the range of reduced electric fields where electron
attachment dominates is reduced. When η is higher than about
2.6 the release of electrons dominates and electric breakdown
occurs for any value of the reduced electric field. We will see
that this value is reached within tens of milliseconds in upper-
atmospheric discharges.

Inception of delayed sprites
The relevance of associative detachment is exemplified in the
inception of delayed sprites. In most cases the delay between
a cloud-to-ground return stroke and its associated sprite is
shorter than 10ms, with 2–3ms being typical. However, there
are consistent observations of sprites emerging with significantly
longer delays, up to about 150ms (refs 16,24,25). Remote magnetic
field measurements by Cummer and his group7,16,25 have linked

the inception of delayed sprites to a long-lasting cloud-to-ground,
positive continuing current with an intensity of a few kiloamperes
(assuming a∼10 km altitude of the discharging cloud).

Recently, Gamerota et al.10 used triangulation and high-speed
video imaging to determine inception times and altitudes for de-
layed sprites. They also estimated the lightning source current mo-
ment waveform from broadband magnetic field measurements26
and, using a 2D finite-difference time-domainmodel, they obtained
the lightning-induced mesospheric electric field. They determined
that delayed sprites start within a±5 km range of the instantaneous
maximum of reduced electric field E/N . However, their model,
which did not include associative detachment, could not explain
the inception times or why sprites are sometimes initiated at
significantly different values of E/N . The authors of that work claim
that sprites are initiated at randomly located inhomogeneities.

Although inhomogeneities exist and seem to be relevant to
streamer inception and propagation27, we show here that the long
delays between the return stroke and sprite initiation are explained
by the build-up of the density of O−.

A simplemodel gives a first approximation to the response of the
mesosphere to a lightning-generated electric field. At high altitudes,
far from the cloud charge, the electric field and species densities can
be assumed to depend only on altitude. In this case, the total current
is only a function of time and the electric field satisfies

ε0
dE
dt
=−σE+ JT(t ) (6)

where σ is the local conductivity, ε0 is the dielectric constant and
JT(t ) is a function of the instant cloud-to-ground current (see
the Methods section). Here we assume that the conductivity is
dominated by its electronic component, σ = eneµ(z,E/N ), where e
is the elementary charge and µ(z,E/N ) is the mobility of electrons
at altitude z and reduced field E/N . We use realistic exponential
profiles for the air density6 and the initial electron density6,7.

Although this model entails important simplifications, we have
checked that it agrees with the more complex mesospheric model
by Luque and Ebert6 (see Supplementary Information). We remark
that the main uncertainty in the model comes from the initial
density of free electrons, but this uncertainty is hardly avoidable
given the natural variability of this background density.

Figure 2 shows the results of a simulationwith a currentmoment
obtained by Gamerota et al.10. The resulting reduced electric field
is at all times and everywhere below the classical breakdown field
Ek/N ≈ 120 Td, but there is a large multiplication of electrons
visible from about t ≈ 50ms at about 75 km altitude. The reason is
the increase in the density of O− ions due to electron dissociative
attachment (2); once this density is high enough, electrons are
released through associative detachment and breakdown occurs.
This process takes some tens of milliseconds.

In the observations by Gamerota et al.10, a sprite is first seen at
the time and altitude marked by a red spot in Fig. 2b and c and by a
vertical line in Fig. 2a, d, and e. Themodel indicates that the delayed
sprite inception may be related to a high concentration of O− and
CB+AD breakdown. Fig. 2d indeed shows that at the time of sprite
inception (∼55ms) the electron density grows for any value of the
reduced electric field. That panel also shows that breakdown ismore
complex than assumed by conventional breakdownmodels.

After the dielectric breakdown, the atmospheric inhomo-
geneities locally enhance the electric field and initiate streamer
discharges. The ignition of sprite streamers is a stochastic process
andmay take place some time after the breakdown. As the processes
leading to streamer inception cannot be incorporated in the present
zero-dimensional model, the simulation does not provide the
precise altitude and time of inception. However, as described in the
Methods section and in Supplementary Fig. S5, the time derivative
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Figure 2 |Associative detachment from O− ions explains the delayed inception of a sprite. Current moment (hI; see Methods) waveform (a) of a
thunderstroke on 3 July 2008, 08:55:11 UT obtained by Gamerota et al.10 and its simulated E/N (b) and electron density (c). The red spot and the straight
lines mark the observed inception time and altitude. At the inception altitude (75 km) we show E/N (d) and the densities of electrons and O− with their
ratio η (e). In d, the parametric areas of increase/decrease of the electron density, depending on η, are shown with the colours used in Fig. 1.

of the electron density has a sharply localized maximum at each
altitude that can be used as a criterion to predict inception altitude
and time. Note also that our calculations are not reliable when
streamers dominate the dynamics of the discharge.

In Fig. 3 we compare results of our model with the other three
events for which Gamerota et al.10 provide the current moment
waveform. The differences between the model and the observations
are about 2 km in the inception altitude and about 10ms in the
inception time, except in one event where the altitude predicted
by the model is about 8 km higher than observed. This is probably
due to the simplification of assuming complete homogeneity in the
horizontal plane: local inhomogeneities as well as the convexity of
a more realistic downward propagating front would enhance the
electric field (see Supplementary Information). Nevertheless, the
model is close enough to the observations to indicate that delayed
spritesmay be amanifestation of CB+ADbreakdown.

We also show in Fig. 3 a parametric study where we used
schematic, parametrized current moment waveforms with a
triangularly shaped (that is, piecewise linear) return stroke and a
constant continuing current (see Methods section). We found that
the inception altitude and time of delayed sprites depends very
weakly on the return stroke for physically meaningful values of its
intensity and duration. Therefore, the one-parameter dependence
on the continuing current gives a curve in Fig. 3 that approximately
relates inception times and altitudes. As the initial electron
density is usually very uncertain, we plotted also the range of
variation when the baseline initial electron density6,7 is multiplied
or divided by two. If one compares the full set of observations
reported by Gamerota et al.10 with the solid line in Fig. 3 one
sees that the observed inception times plotted in Fig. 3 are in
most cases somewhat shorter than the times predicted by the
model. Again, this is probably because, by assuming complete
horizontal homogeneity, we underestimate the electric fields and
hence overestimate inception times.

The fair weather equilibrium density of O− in the upper
atmosphere is negligible; it takes some tens of milliseconds of a
significant electric field to build up a density of O− that affects
dielectric breakdown. This explains why sprite inception models
based on conventional breakdown (refs 6,7,13) have succeeded
in modelling prompt sprites. In particular, Hu et al.7 showed
that electric fields are close to the conventional breakdown field
in prompt, bright sprites. A short timescale is also the likely
explanation why estimations of electric fields based on light
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Figure 3 | Inception times and altitudes of delayed sprites. The blue
squares are the model predictions from the current moment waveforms in
ref. 10 corresponding to the observations plotted by red circles. The error
bars represent the differences between model and observations. The
triangles represent other observations in ref. 10. The solid line is an
estimation of inception altitudes and times determined by varying the
continuing current in a parametrized discharge model, with A
corresponding to a continuing current moment hIc=40 kA km and B to
hIc= 7 kA km (see Methods); the hashed region marks a plausible range of
variation of this curve for different initial electron densities.

emission from sprite streamers28 yielded values close to Ek; this was
explainedwith conventional breakdownmodels without associative
detachment (ref. 29).

To conclude, we note that further investigation is needed to
clarify the role of associative detachment in other atmospheric
electrical phenomena. Two examples are blue jets and giant blue
jets4 and the long-standing problem of the initiation of lightning
inside thunderclouds, where measured electric fields are lower than
the conventional breakdown threshold30.

Methods
Reaction rates. In all our calculations the reaction rates of electron impact
ionization and electron dissociative attachment are obtained by solving the
Boltzmann equation with the BOLSIG+ solver developed by Hagelaar and
Pitchford22, with cross-sections from Phelps and Pitchford23. The reaction rate of
associative detachment also depends on the reduced electric field and was measured
by Rayment andMoruzzi9. We fitted the experimental data with a rational function
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k(E/N )= a(E/N )2/(b2+ (E/N )2), with a= 1.16×10−12 cm3 s−1 and b= 43.5 Td.
In all simulations we used dry air with aN2: O2 composition of 80:20.

Zero-dimensionalmodel. Equation (6) can be easily derived from the conservation
of charge q, ∂t q=−∇ ·σE, and the Poisson equation q= ε0∇ ·E. If we assume
planar symmetry this reduces to ∂z (ε0∂tEz +σEz )= ∂z JT = 0, where JT is called
the total current. This derivation is found in many textbooks and introduces the
Maxwell relaxation time τM = ε0/σ . The source of the total current is the time
variation of the cloud charge Q located at an altitude h and its image created by
the conducting surface of the Earth. To estimate JT we assume that the field Ep

created by the electric dipole p= 2hQ is approximately homogeneous in a layer far
above the ground, from z0 = 65 km to z1 = 80 km. We also take the conductivity
in the lower boundary of that layer to be low enough that the conduction current
is negligible and JT = ε0∂tEp. The cloud electric field is approximated by averaging
the lower and upper dipolar fields,

Ep=
hQ
πε0

(
1
z30
+

1
z31

)
(7)

where an extra factor 2 is included that results from the complete screening of the
field at∼80 km.We obtain the total current from (7), noting that dQ/dt = I , where
I is the cloud-to-ground electric current. The model depends on these somewhat
arbitrary parameters, which, when changed within a physically meaningful range,
produce variations in themodel inception time of the order of 10ms.

In the model, equations (5) and (6) are coupled with the corresponding
evolution equations for the densities of positive ions generated by electron
impact ionization and O− ions generated by dissociative attachment. Finally,
an assumption in the zero-dimensional model is quasineutrality: in (5) we have
neglected the transport of electrons. This amounts to assuming that everywhere
the net charge density (measured as the density of elementary charges) is much
smaller than the number densities of electrons and positive ions. This assumption
is accurate enough in the pre-streamer stage of sprite inception, but breaks down
when streamers emerge.

Themodel is cross-checked with a more accurate 2Dmodel that includes fewer
of these simplifications (see Supplementary Information).

Criterion for sprite inception. At present, we cannot model the full emergence of
delayed sprites but we speculate that streamer inception has a higher probability
where there is a fast multiplication of electrons. Supplementary Fig. S5 shows the
time derivative of the electron density at each altitude for the simulation in Fig. 2.
At each altitude, dne/dt peaks sharply at a different time. We expect that these
peaks translate into a high probability of streamer inception and therefore we
predict the likeliest inception at the earliest of these peaks, marked with a red dot in
Supplementary Fig. S5. In the Supplemetary Information, we show the inception of
a streamer starting from a local inhomogeneity.

Parametrization of the cloud-to-ground discharge. To calculate the solid line
in Fig. 3 we run the zero-dimensional model with a set of discharges with a
continuously varying continuing current intensity. The cloud-to-ground current is
modelled as a piecewise linear (that is, triangular) symmetrical peak of duration
τ and height Imax followed by a constant current Ic. We consider that the charge
moment change due to the return stroke is h1Q= hImaxτ/2. For Fig. 3 we
use h1Q= 100C km and τ = 4ms; the curve is not very sensitive to these
parameters. The continuing current moment is varied between hIc = 7 kA km
and hIc = 40 kA km.
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